No technology is further from its thermodynamic limit than the switching that forms the basis of all information and communication technologies (ICT). A typical CMOS logic operation dissipates about 1 fJ, which is 300,000 times the Landauer minimum *k*~B~*T* ln 2 = 3zJ at room temperature. In a well designed device the dissipation of energy in a switching operation is dominated by a term associated with capacitive charging which scales as the voltage squared. The operating voltage is in turn constrained by the subthreshold swing, the change in gate voltage *V*~g~ required to change the source-drain current by a factor of ten. This is limited by the exponential tail in the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the thermally excited electrons passing over the barrier created by the gate, which in the best case gives a current [@b1], i.e. a subthreshold swing of 60 mV/decade. This thermal limitation can be overcome by exploring quantum effects, as is done in tunnel-field effect transistors[@b2][@b3]. In this paper, we provide a theoretical study, with a calculation for specific parameters, to show how quantum interference effects in single-molecule devices[@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10] could be used to give vast improvements in the subthreshold swing, and hence in the energy consumption of logic circuits.

Results
=======

The current through a molecule can be expressed as [@b11]. This is the integration of the transmission *T*(*E*) and the Fermi-Dirac distribution , *α* = L, R in the left and the right contact, where *μ*~*α*~ is the electrochemical potential of the contact-*α*, and *T* is the electron temperature. While the distribution function is only determined by source and drain voltages (i.e. *μ*~L~ and *μ*~R~) and the temperature *T*, the transmission can be affected by many factors, e.g. the internal dynamics of the molecule, the spectrum of contacts and the tunnel-coupling between the molecule and contacts. The current through the molecule can be controled by an electrostatic gate in two ways (see [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}): (i) the gate alters the energy of electrons in the molecule, i.e. shifting the transmission function along the energy axis, which changes the overlap between the transmission and the distribution function; or (ii) the gate tunes the actual form of the transmission function, e.g. the transmission peak is still in the distribution window but the height is suppressed. Both mechanisms influence the current as a function of the gate voltage. If the first mechanism dominates, the gate voltage for switching on and off the current is limited by the electron temperature, i.e. the change of the gate voltage (×*e*) must be larger than the width of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of the leads. In order to seek a molecular transistor that is not limited by the Fermi-Dirac distribution of electrons in the contacts, we will therefore focus on the case in which the second mechanism plays a dominant role.

It can be fruitful to translate concepts from physics to the language of chemistry (see ref. [@b12], for an example of how this can be done in the field of surface science). Our physical concepts can be mapped onto chemical concepts in prior work such as ref. [@b13], which presents measurements through a single benzene ring with thiol anchor groups connected through an ether spacer. The ethynyl spacers serve to separate the anchor groups from the benzene ring in which the interference occurs. It is well known that quantum interference reduces the electron transfer rate through a meta-connected benzene ring, compared with a para-connected ring[@b14][@b15]. Our calculations have the addition of a gate electrode[@b16], which enables us to change the potential of our central molecular component, while our anchor groups are screened from the effect of the gate and remain clamped to the potential of the contact to which they are attached. We are able to find gate potentials, for example *V*~c~ in [Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, at which the transmission has a low value over the range of electron energies. This will be crucial for switching with a high on-off ratio with a finite source-drain voltage.

Two-level molecule
------------------

To investigate the second mechanism, we first consider a molecule with two localised single-electron states L and R[@b17], which are only coupled with the left and right contacts, respectively. The two localised states are coupled with each other via the tunnelling, hence, an electron can tunnel through the device from the left contact---state L---state R---right contact. The Hamiltonian describing such a molecule is

where *E*~L~ and *E*~R~ are respectively on-site energies and *J* is the coupling strength. Here, we focus on the case where electron-electron interactions are negligible. Instead of varying the energy of all electrons in the molecule (i.e. shifting the total transmission function), we assume the gate only changes the energy of electrons in the state R, i.e. *E*~R~. In this case the amplitude of the transmission function will be tuned with the gate voltage. The transmission in this two-state model is

where are eigenenergies, is the difference between two eigenenergies, and *γ* is the tunnel-coupling strength between the molecule and contacts (see Methods)[@b18][@b19][@b20]. For simplicity, we only discuss the case *γ* ≤ 2*J*, however, the conclusion is similar for the case *γ* \> 2*J*. If *γ* ≤ 2*J*, the maximum value of the transmission is *T*~max~ = 4*J*^2^/Δ*E*^2^, which reaches 1 when and decreases as when . Here we take the theoretical limit where and *V*~g~ is the gate voltage. In this limit, the gate voltage required for switching off the current is only determined by the coupling *J* and independent with the electron temperature of two contacts. In a more realistic case, the detuning between the left and right localised state will only be a fraction of the applied gate voltage and a larger gate voltage will be required to switch the current.

Four-level molecule
-------------------

Interference allows for more efficient switching of the current. If the transmission vanishes due to complete destructive interference at a gate voltage *V*~c~, any finite change of the gate voltage will result in the breaking of this interference condition and thus raise the current from zero to a finite intensity. Although the destructive-interference current will never completely vanish as a result of imperfections in the practical situation, we still expect the current to be strongly suppressed when the interference condition is met. In the following, we will show that destructive interference can exist in molecules with four localised states, and that the current is switched more efficiently than in a two-state molecule.

For interference to occur, there need to be at least two paths for electron transport. Here, we consider molecules with two side groups and a central group as shown in [Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Each side group is coupled with the corresponding contact, and there is no direct tunnelling between the central group and contacts. We assume only one single-electron state of each side group and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) states of the central group are involved in the transport, while all other states are effectively irrelevant due to a large energy difference. HOMO and LUMO states of the central group are tunnel-coupled with the side-group states. The transport in this kind of molecule can be described by a model of four localised states as shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. There are two pathways for electrons to tunnel through the molecule: Left---HOMO---Right and Left---LUMO---Right. When the energy of the HOMO (LUMO) state is lower (higher) than side-group states, an electron going through the HOMO (LUMO) path acquires a positive (negative) phase because the phase obtained in quantum evolution is , where *E* is the energy and *t* is the evolution time. When the energy differences between side-group states and central-group states are much larger than the tunnel coupling, the phase difference between two paths is approximately *π*, and the destructive interference occurs.

The interference in the four-state model can also be understood using perturbation theory. When the energy differences Δ~B~ and Δ~C~ are much larger than the tunnel coupling matrix elements \[[Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\], states B and C can be adiabatically eliminated, and the two side-group states A and D are effectively directly coupled with an effective tunnel coupling matrix element . Here, we have assumed that states A and D are nearly degenerate, i.e. the energy difference between states A and D is much smaller than Δ~B~ and Δ~C~. We also need to assume that coupling strengths between side groups and contacts are much smaller than Δ~B~ and Δ~C~, so that on-site energies of side-group states are well defined. When *J*~eff~ = 0, the amplitudes of the two interference arms are identical, i.e. the destructive interference is complete; according to our discussions of the two-state model, the transmission () is then zero, so the current is switched off \[[Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].

The perturbation theory is only an approximation method, i.e. the transmission is not exactly zero even when the condition *J*~eff~ = 0 is satisfied. For simplicity, in the following we assume states A and D are degenerate and all four tunnel coupling matrix elements are identical, i.e. . In this case the condition for complete destructive interference is Δ~B~ = Δ~C~. When this condition is satisfied, the transmission in the four-state model is

where *x*^2^ = *E*^2^ − Δ^2^, *γ* is the coupling strength for tunneling between the side groups and the contacts, Δ~B~ = Δ~C~ = Δ, and without loss of generality we set the on-site energy of side-group states to zero (see Methods). We are interested in the case where the current results predominantly from transmission of electrons near to side-group energy levels (*E* \~ 0), i.e. the distribution function *f*~L~ − *f*~R~ is centered around side-group levels and its width is smaller than the HOMO-LUMO gap of the central group (both the bias voltage and the temperature are low enough compared with the gap). In this case, we can rewrite the transmission as

and the maximum of the transmission around *E* = 0 is \[see [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\].

To switch the current, an electrostatic gate tunes the energy levels in the four-state molecule. Similar to the two-state model, we assume the gate only changes the energy of electrons in the central group, i.e. Δ~B~ and Δ~C~. Moving the HOMO and LUMO levels of the central group with the gate voltage will break the condition Δ~B~ = Δ~C~, resulting in an increase of the current. When the LUMO (HOMO) level is aligned with side-group levels, the HOMO (LUMO) state is effectively decoupled from other states due to the large energy difference, and the transmission is mainly due to the LUMO (HOMO) state and two side-group states. Then the transmission is increased to

which has the maximum value *T*~max~ = 1 \[see Methods and [Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. Therefore, by varying the gate voltage for *eV*~g~ ∼ Δ (assuming that the shift of the energy levels is proportional to the gate voltage), the transmission can be switched for ∼4log~10~(*J*/Δ) decades. Compared with the two-state model, in which the OFF current decreases quadratically with the gate voltage, the current in the four-state model is more sensitive to the gate voltage, and the OFF current scales as . We would like to note that, unlike in the two-state model, here the OFF current is only given by the gate voltage around a specific value *V*~c~, and varying the voltage to either direction results in an increase of the current.

The current for giving bias voltage and gate voltage in the four-state model is shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In our calculation, we have assumed that the HOMO-LUMO gap of the central group is a constant, and that the gate voltage varies central-group levels in parallel with a lever arm 1, i.e. Δ~B~ = −Δ~gap~/2 − *e*(*V*~g~ − *V*~c~) and , and all other parameters, e.g. *γ* and *J*, are independent with the gate voltage. If the lever arm is not 1, the current is less sensitive to the gate voltage, but the quartic scaling still applies. Side groups may be capacitively coupled to contacts, so two side-group states may only be degenerate if the basis voltage neutralizes the raw splitting between side-group states. Including capacitive coupling to contacts, the current shows a butterfly shape \[[Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] as a function of gate and bias voltage, and the interference is maximised at the centre of the butterfly. Because of interference, the current is not a monotonic function of the basis voltage, i.e. the conductance can be negative upon reaching the interference condition. We find that the current \[black curve in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] can be much more sensitive to the gate voltage than in the case of a MOSFET; in fact, by changing the gate voltage by \~20 mV, the current is switched by two decades.

So far we have assumed that there is not any direct coupling (overlap) between two side states A and D. However, in molecules, these two states are likely to be delocalised over the molecule, meaning there will be some coupling between them. The coupling between A and D provides the third path of electrons, and as long as this coupling is much weaker than other couplings, e.g. ≲0.01*J* for parameters in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, the destructive interference condition still can be approximately achieved by adjusting the gate voltage.

Discussion
==========

In our previous discussion, we have neglected noise and interactions between electrons. The complete destructive interference is due to the exact cancellation of amplitudes of two arms, which relies on the appropriate energy difference between centre-group states and side-group states in the four-state model. Electric-field noise and couplings to phonon modes may broadening the line widths of these localised states, so that energies of these states are not well defined. As a result, the minimum current will be larger than expected. At the point of maximum interference, a small variance of energy levels *γ*\* could cause the effective tunnelling between side-group states with the strength ∼*γ*\**J*^2^/Δ^2^. According to our analysis of the two-state model, the maximum transmission given by this effective tunnelling is ∼*γ*\**J*^4^/*γ*Δ^4^. Therefore, if the noise-induced broadening *γ*\* is much smaller than the broadening induced by the coupling to contacts *γ*, the performance of the switch will not be dramatically affected by noise. In [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, we considered the effect of noise-induced broadening (see dashed red and green curves) using the master equation approach[@b21][@b22]. We find that, with the broadening *γ*\* = *γ* = 1 meV, the current in the interference-based switch is still more sensitive to the gate voltage than in a MOSFET. When interactions between electrons are weak, they will simply results in broadening of the line widths. When interactions are strong and the repulsion energy is larger than the tunnel coupling and the Fermi-Dirac distribution window, multi-electron transports is suppressed and electrons tunnel through the molecule one by one[@b23]. In this case, the dynamic of the single electron is as the same as for interaction-free electrons, so that our analysis of the destructive interference is still valid.

Up to this point we have assumed that the energy levels shift with a lever arm 1. While in reality this value is unachievable, values of 0.1 have been reported for single-molecule devices with a 3 nm thin gate oxide layer[@b24] and as much as 0.3 for co-planar graphene gate electrodes[@b16], making our gating scheme feasible in a nanometre sized device geometry. Moreover, different electrostatic gate coupling for different molecular orbitals has been theoretically predicted[@b25] and demonstrated experimentally[@b26]. In particular for a molecular design consisting of a central-group with weakly bound side-groups the electrostatic gate coupling to the central group is expected to be much larger than the electrostatic gate coupling to the side-groups.

The parameters which we have used for the results shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} are illustrative. Specific devices may perform worse or better. Nevertheless the calculations show how molecular quantum interference can yield a subthreshold slope that is not thermally limited and is almost independent of temperature. Huge advances are being made in the stability and reproducibility of single-molecule devices, enabled by the use of nanogaps in graphene ribbons for electrodes[@b27][@b28]. Conditions are therefore excellent to develop molecular electronics with the potential to reduce the energy consumption of switching for ICT. There is plenty of thermodynamic room for improvement, and quantum interference may enable some of this potential to be realised.

Methods
=======

Two-level molecule
------------------

The transmission is given by[@b19]

where

is the retarded Green's function, is the advanced Green's function, and are matrices describing couplings to contacts. Here, *H* is the single-particle Hamiltonian, *S* is the overlap matrix, and are self-energies. When single-particle states are orthonormal, *S* = 1. For simplification, we assume that self-energies are independent with the energy *E*, and the real part of self-energies has been included in the Hamiltonian.

For the two-state model, the Hamiltonian

and coupling matrices

Here, we have assumed that tunnelling couplings between the molecule and contacts are independent with the energy. Then, using [Eq. (6)](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can obtain the transmission

where and .

When *γ* ≤ Δ*E*, the transmission is maximised at energies , and the maximum value of the transmission is ; when *γ* \> Δ*E*, the transmission is maximised at the energy *E* = (*E*~L~ + *E*~R~)/2, and the maximum value of the transmission is .

If *γ* ≤ 2*J*, the condition *γ* ≤ Δ*E* is always satisfied, i.e. *T*~max~ = 4*J*^2^/Δ*E*^2^. In this case, *T*~max~ = 1 when *E*~L~ − *E*~R~ = 0; and

when

If *γ* \> 2*J*, the condition *γ* ≤ Δ*E* is not satisfied when *E*~L~ − *E*~R~ = 0. In this case, the transmission cannot reach 1. When *E*~L~ − *E*~R~ = 0, . However, when , the condition is satisfied again, and the maximum transmission is given by [Eq. (12)](#eq38){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore, [Eq. (12)](#eq38){ref-type="disp-formula"} always describes the behaviour of the maximum transmission at large gate voltage.

Four-level molecule
-------------------

The Hamiltonian of the four-state model is

and coupling matrices are

Taking *E*~A~ = *E*~D~ = 0, *E*~B~ = −Δ~B~ = −Δ, *E*~C~ = Δ~C~ = Δ and *J*~AB~ = *J*~AC~ = *J*~BD~ = *J*~CD~ = *J*, and using [Eq. (6)](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can obtain the transmission

where .

When , we have . Then, the Taylor expansion gives

Neglecting small terms, we get

which is maximised at *E* = *γ*/2, and the maximum value is .

Three-level molecule
--------------------

When one of states B and C in the four-state model is ignored, and all other three states have the same on-site energy, the Hamiltonian reads

and coupling matrices read

Then, using [Eq. (6)](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we obtain the transmission

is maximised at *E* = 0 with the maximum value *T*~max~ = 1.

Current in the four-level molecule
----------------------------------

To obtain [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, we have taken , , and in the four-state model. Here, lever arms *l*~S~ = 0.2 and *l*~C~ = 1. There are two different approaches of calculating the current. The current without the broadening of levels \[[Fig. 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and the solid black curve in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] is calculated using the formula , where the transmission *T*(*E*) is given by [Eq. (6)](#eq24){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The current with the broadening of levels \[dashed red and green curves in [Fig. 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"}\] is calculated using the master equation approach[@b21]. The master equation also can be used to calculate the current without the broadening of levels, in which case the difference between results given by two approaches is negligible.

The master equation reads

where describes the tunnelling of electrons between the molecule and contacts, and describes the broadening of four localised single-electron levels. The Tunnelling term has two parts, i.e. , which respectively correspond to couplings to left and right contacts and can be expressed as

Here, *α* = L, R denotes two contacts; {*a*~*m*~} are annihilation operators of electrons in eigenstates (with the eigenenergies {*E*~*m*~}) of the single-electron Hamiltonian *H*, , *β* = A, B, C, D, and {*a*~*β*~} are annihilation operators of electrons in four localised states. This tunnelling term correspond to the second-order approximation of the Nakajima-Zwanzig equation[@b22], and parameters {*γ*~*α*;*m*,*n*~} are given by

We model the broadening of levels as pure dephasing, i.e.

The current (from right to left) is then given by

where is the average occupation of the single-electron state A in the steady state of Eq. (23).

The HOMO-LUMO gap Δ~gap~ and coupling between states are similar to those reported in ref. [@b17]. We consider graphene contracts, for which the coupling to contacts *γ* is usually weaker than the coupling to metal contacts[@b28]. The interference effect should still exist if we choose different parameters, e.g. those reported in ref. [@b29], which can be explored with our computer code. The computer code used to generate the results in this paper is openly available online <https://figshare.com/articles/molecule_interference_transistor/3436496>.
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![Two ways of switching the current with the gate.\
(**a**) The current is given by overlap between the transmission and the distribution function. The width of the distribution function *f*~L~ − *f*~R~ is limited by the electron temperature. The current is switched on when the transmission (green curve) and the distribution function has a significant overlap; and the current is switched off when the transmission (red curve) is moved away from the distribution function. The gate voltage for switching the current is then limited by the temperature. (**b**) The gate varies the form of the transmission function, and at a specific gate voltage *V*~c~ (or within a range of the gate voltage), the transmission function is greatly suppressed in (rather than moved from) the interval of the distribution function.](srep33686-f1){#f1}

![An interference-based molecular transistor, its level structure and the transmission.\
States A and D are localised sates of side groups, and states B and C are HOMO and LUMO states of the centre group. In figure (**c**), the transmission vanishes in the entire energy range due to the interference effect when the gate voltage align two centre levels with two dashed lines (two interference arms are balanced); and the transmission is raised up if the interference condition is violated by changing the gate voltage.](srep33686-f2){#f2}

![Current going through the interference-based molecular switch.\
The HOMO-LUMO gap of the centre group is Δ~gap~ = 1 eV. Each side-group state is capacitively coupled with the corresponding contact with the lever arm 0.2. When the basis voltage *V*~sd~ = 0, states A and D have an energy difference *δ* = 0.01 eV, which vanishes at *V*~sd~ = 0.05 V. The basis voltage is antisymmetrically applied to the molecule, i.e. *μ*~L~ = *eV*~sd~/2 and *μ*~R~ = −*eV*~sd~/2. If the basis voltage is not antisymmetrically applied, i.e. the voltage is only applied on one side and the other side is grounded, the current map will be tilted rather than symmetric about a vertical line, however the destructive interference would still be achieved. The tunnelling coupling between four localised states is *J* = 0.1 eV and the coupling between side groups and contacts is *γ* = 1 meV. The temperature is 300 K. We have assumed that Δ~*B*~ = Δ~*C*~ when the gate voltage *V*~g~ = 0, i.e. the gate voltage of maximum interference is *V*~c~ = 0. See Methods for details of the model and how we choose parameters.](srep33686-f3){#f3}
